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Personal device
ownership and usage in
the enterprise is growing
rapidly, and more
businesses than ever
before are facing the
challenge of how to fully
provision, manage and
secure mobile devices
in their corporate
environments.

Introduction
Businesses and employees are now using mobile devices in ways not envisioned as recently as a year
ago. Personal device ownership and usage in the enterprise is growing rapidly, and more businesses
than ever before are facing the challenge of how to fully provision, manage and secure mobile devices
in their corporate environments. Desktops, laptops, smartphones and tablets are coming together and
need a single platform to manage every device, both personal and corporate owned.
So what’s slowing businesses down? It’s the exercise of putting in place an IT strategy for management
and operation. While it’s understandable that IT would like to add a degree of rigor, it doesn’t have to be
that difficult to combine security with rapid enrollment.
This document describes 11 best practices for Mobile Device Management (MDM).

Start With a Strong Foundation
These are the general requirements that all businesses should put into place.

1. Have a Policy That’s Realistic
This means that you acknowledge the following two requirements:
1.

You have to support multiple device platforms in a single window

2.

You need to allow personal devices along with corporate owned ones

Nearly all organizations are doing this now—even if they don’t know it. Chances are that your business
has a BlackBerry corporate standard already in place. And your business has at least a few iPhones that
sync to your Microsoft Exchange Server or Lotus Notes by enabling an Activesync protocol.
If that’s the case, you probably have a lot more personal iPhones, Androids and Windows Mobile
devices inside your organization, since it is easy for a mobile device to use ActiveSync functionality
to integrate with corporate mail. Just Google “Setting up iPhone on Exchange” and see how your
employees are doing it.
Need more reasons to consider allowing personal devices? The $199 phone purchase and $30/month
data plans being paid by the employees will add up quickly to cost savings for your business.

2. Take Stock Using a Multi-Platform Reporting and Inventory Tool
Making decisions and quantifying risks regarding mobile devices is hard because businesses don’t have
good data on their mobile devices. For instance, it’s not uncommon to uncover terminated employees
with corporate mobile devices that are still functioning.
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This can be solved with a lightweight reporting and inventory tool. Make sure your solution:

Some organizations may
want to consider more
protection. But before
you do that, ask yourself
one question: can you
do these things on your
laptops?

•

Provides detailed visibility into what is out there.

•

Works for help desk troubleshooting.

•

Is accessible outside of IT (for instance, HR should have read-only access during exit interviews
to avoid the previously mentioned issue).

•

Has strong application inventory and search capabilities, because those will become
increasingly more important.

It is imperative that you acquire this tool as quickly as possible, and that it be easy to implement.

3. Enforce Basic Security: Password, Encryption, and Remote Wipe
Be sure to do the following:
•

Require a strong password.

•

Set up devices to automatically lock after a specified period of inactivity.

•

Be able to remotely wipe devices after a certain number of failed login attempts, or if devices
are reported lost.

•

Enforce local data encryption.

Some organizations may want to consider more protection. But before you do that, ask yourself one
question: can you do these things on your laptops? If you can’t, you will need to make an honest
assessment on how important it is initially?
Also, you may be worried that to get started on the items above you’ll need a new solution. That isn’t
necessarily the case. If you have a BlackBerry Enterprise Server, then you are covered on that platform.
And even now, if you have Exchange or Lotus Notes, you can enforce your PIN policy and remote wipe
your iPhones, iPads, Androids and Windows Mobile devices.
We acknowledge that this isn’t fail-safe. For instance, iPhones have a password vulnerability based on
mounting the device to an Ubuntu machine. But, this approach is a responsible approach leveraging
existing infrastructure for device and risk management today, especially if you believe, as discussed
previously, that you really can’t stop users today.
The biggest issue with this approach is that reporting is limited and not scalable. But this first step can
dramatically improve your current posture on the uber-popular iPhone and Android devices while you
are planning a more scalable and robust management and security solution (as described below).

4. Make Bluetooth Hidden or Non-Discoverable
It seems to be the most used, but still highly infrequent, security risk. This is tricky in practice. Users will
need to put it into discover mode to pair with their car or new headset, for instance, but your policy
must require them to turn it back to non-discoverable when they’re finished with that one-time action
to be qualified to have the device for corporate use.
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Your BlackBerry
Enterprise Server
is probably well
entrenched, both
operationally and
economically. But it
is not multi-platform,
and you will need to
implement a multiplatform solution.

5. Start Planning for a Single Console, MultiPlatform MDM Solution
Your BlackBerry Enterprise Server is probably well
entrenched, both operationally and economically. But it is
not multi-platform, and you will need to implement a multiplatform solution.
Here are four emerging best practices to consider that map
to our economically frugal times:
1.

The lines between laptops, tablets, and smartphones
will continue to blur in both user functionality and IT
operations. Your MDM platform should also be able to
manage PC/Mac form factor and OS devices. This will
cut down on infrastructure costs, improve operational
efficiency, and create a single user view into devices and data for operations and security.

2.

Be sure that your reporting and inventory tool consolidates both your existing BlackBerry solution
and your multi-platform MDM platform. You will rely on your data and reports daily, and you should
avoid any manual processes to access your business intelligence on mobile devices.

3.

Consider web- or cloud-based MDM services. Why use a more expensive (when you add in full TCO)
solution that is LAN-oriented to manage remote mobile devices? Manage the cloud from the cloud.

4.

Go the agent route with caution. If you can meet your needs with server-side management controls,
that will prove to be the better solution for the long haul, given the proliferation of hardware/OS/
carrier combinations that an agent-based solution has to keep up with across the mobile landscape.

6. Include Your Mobile Device Inventory and Policy Status in Operations Reviews
Report on and discuss your mobile device inventory and policy status in your IT operations reviews. Be
sure to include personal devices. It’s a good way to gain exposure to the benefits for your organization
and future resource needs. Your inventory and reporting tool should make this simple.
The practices we’ve discussed above should meet most organizations’ needs. For instance, the
healthcare industry has some of the most stringent security and privacy regulations as dictated by
the HIPAA Act and HITECH. But those regulations only require, in practice, encrypting your data and
having the ability to destroy the data on a lost device. The practices we’ve already discussed cover
that and more.
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Consider These Advances, Once You
Have the Foundation in Place
Most organizations can benefit from the following practices,
although they certainly are not required for an effective
mobile IT operation in the near term.

7. Enable Cost Management for Network
Usage
Multi-national businesses need to be able to monitor and
limit international data roaming, since those costs can
quickly reach thousands of dollars per trip. Also, with US pricing plans introduced by AT&T® for iPhones
and iPads, usage tracking and restriction will become a requirement for domestic connectivity. Verizon
also has iPhone and Androids so, anything other than flat rate unlimited could lead to high costs.

8. Manage Application Restrictions and Your Own App Store™
Today, most handset vendors do a good job of limiting applications to certified and approved
applications. Some would argue too good of a job restricting access to the phone by developers. That
said, certain organizations or industries may have the need to restrict the type of application allowed on
a corporate approved device. Most MDM solutions provide this functionality.
On a more proactive front, businesses can set up their own enterprise app stores to restrict the set and
to ease the delivery of applications to your mobile devices. This is not a requirement, but certainly is
something to explore after your foundation is in place.

9. Provide a Backup & Recovery Service
If you have a user segment that has critical and unique data, beyond email, you may want to consider
using a backup and recovery solution. Now, that’s not very critical for iPhone users, since iTunes
has taken care of this already, or for BlackBerry users, but Android smartphones might require this
additional functionality.

If You Need a Fortress
Very few organizations should find themselves in this group currently (and for what looks like the
foreseeable future). If you think you are, then you are probably involved in highly sensitive and classified
information.
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MaaS360 for Mobile
Devices helps IT
administrators
provision, manage,
and secure today’s
expanding suite of
mobile devices.

10. Limit Data Transfers, and Separate
Corporate and Personal Information
Some businesses find it valuable to restrict downloading
attachments or prevent the copying of data to removable
media. Implementing these solutions is very difficult,
and the data classification exercise is nearly intractable.
An alternative is to create separate virtual containers for
business and personal data and applications.

11. Install Firewall, Anti-Virus and Intrusion
Prevention Solutions
There are effective applications in the market that apply
these PC-like approaches to device security. Home WiFi access does raise some concerns that devices are not
always protected by carrier networks. But for the time being, mobile devices enjoy the same company
as Macintosh and Linux platforms and have the benefit of much less complexity as the attack-prone
Windows PCs. So these solutions are primarily targeted to highly sensitive environments where “good
enough” just isn’t.

MaaS360 for Mobile Devices
MaaS360 for Mobile Devices helps IT administrators provision, manage, and secure today’s expanding
suite of mobile devices.
•

MaaS360 supports all major smartphone and tablet platforms including iOS, Android,
Windows Phone, BlackBerry, Symbian, Windows Mobile, and Palm WebOS.

•

MaaS360 provides workflows to discover, enroll, manage, and report on personally owned
devices as part of your mobile device operations.

•

MaaS360 provides auto-quarantine and alerts for IT personnel to approve all new devices, and
additionally provides for user self-enrollment into your mobile device management program.
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MaaS360 for Mobile Devices Product Line
MaaS360 offers the key components of Mobile Device Management (MDM) as a set of flexible
entitlements providing comprehensive and flexible security and management for mobile devices.

Enterprise Mobility Management Platform
MOBILE DEVICE MANAGEMENT

DESKTOP MANAGEMENT

ActiveSync Manager
or Lotus Notes Traveler

MaaS360 MDM
for iOS Devices

MaaS360 BlackBerry
Server (BES) Integrator

MaaS360 MDM for
Android Devices

(All Devices)

INFRASTRUCTURE

Corporate Mail and Data

MANAGED MOBILITY

DEVICES

Mobility Intelligence™ Dashboard & Reports

About MaaS360
MaaS360, the leader in mobile device management, is the creator and developer of cloud-based
Mobility as a Service (MaaS) solutions. The company’s MaaS360 platform enables IT to manage laptops,
desktops and smartphones in one window, one system. The company’s MaaS360 mobility infrastructure
and subscription services have revolutionized how enterprises and business users share and secure
information over the Internet.

All brands and their products, featured or referred to within
this document, are trademarks or registered trademarks of
their respective holders and should be noted as such.

For More Information

To learn more about our technology and services visit www.maaS360.com.
1787 Sentry Parkway West, Building 18, Suite 200 | Blue Bell, PA 19422
Phone 215.664.1600 | Fax 215.664.1601 | sales@fiberlink.com
WP_201107_0001
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PREPARING FOR
GDPR COMPLIANCE
WITH ENDPOINT
AND MOBILE
Enforcement of the European Union (EU) General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) applies to all global organisations processing
personal data of EU data subjects. When it comes to your
endpoint and mobile environment, are you confident that you
can answer questions about:
• Where data is stored
• Whether it is stored securely
• Whether it is stored in compliance with ordinances and
regulations
• Whether your corporate data is staying in-country
• How your end-user privacy is being protected

It’s not just about your security: It affects your
employees, partners and customers, too—choose wisely.
Data containment: Be sure your provider offers a secure
container that helps ensure data is stored on the device, not on
servers, preventing the providers’ internal teams from viewing
the data. In addition, make sure that personal data stored in the
container is limited in scope to an as-needed basis, including
name, address and phone numbers.

Data encryption: Look for the provider that uses AES-256
CTR encryption algorithms to encrypt all application (app) data in
motion and at rest. For Apple iOS, look for built-in
CommonCrypto FIPS 140-2-compliant encryption; for Google
Android, look for SQLCipher with the OpenSSL (AES-256) FIPS
140-2-compliant crypto modules. This provides comprehensive
encryption for databases—not just their contents.

Local presence: The intention behind GDPR requirements
is to keep all the data your organisation touches secure. Seek the
solution with contextually architected data centres that take
regional ordinances into consideration. This will enable customers
and their end users to expand the flexibility of their global mobile
data transmissions.

Cognitive insights and analytics: Using augmented
intelligence to see what happened, what can happen and what
should be done—all with respect to your environment—can help
you proactively address regulatory compliance needs. Having
ample context related to your endpoint and mobile data can
improve decision-making processes and can help IT and security
leaders with their GDPR compliance.

Unified endpoint management (UEM): Picking a
UEM solution with robust support for legacy and cutting-edge
endpoint and mobile platforms can help maximise your alignment
with GDPR requirements. Choosing a cloud-based platform that
offers instant support for the latest operating system version
updates will help you keep your bases covered.

Support regulatory mandates
with an industry leader
IBM® MaaS360® with Watson™ cognitive UEM provides
one window to manage and secure your mobile devices, laptops and desktops, 	
including their users, apps, content and data. MaaS360 can support your GDPR 	
compliance goals with features that include containment, cognitive insights
and contextual analytics.

MaaS360 customers are protected, in the US, by legislation
such as the Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA) and the
Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program (FedRAMP)—in addition to
ISO 27001, AICPA SOC 2 Type II, and FIPS 140-2 data encryption standards.

Helping organisations meet their
global data protection requirements
MaaS360 checks the box for major GDPR requirements related to
endpoint and mobile—making it the optimal UEM partner to help
your organisation prepare for compliance.

Capabilities and features

MaaS360

Container for locally storing information that limits personal
data scope to as-needed data
Management across mobile devices and laptops with UEM
Contextual insights/analytics
Comprehensive encryption of data at rest and in motion
Ability to remove personal data on request
Ability for data controllers to provide an electronic copy of the
user’s collected data upon request
Availability of complete data maps to customers
User consent prompted via acceptance of service agreements
and end-user licence agreements
Established processes addressing data subjects’ access and
rectification
Established data breach response and notification protocols
Privacy factored into products and procedures from the design
stage onward
Appointed data protection officer
Audit capabilities and processes to support data protection
authorities (DPA)

LEARN MORE. Find out how

MaaS360 capabilities can support
your goals for becoming
GDPR-compliant.

Start a 30-day
trial at no cost

TODAY.

Clients are responsible for ensuring their own compliance with various laws and
regulations, including the European Union General Data Protection Regulation.
Clients are solely responsible for obtaining advice of competent legal counsel as
to the identification and interpretation of any relevant laws and regulations that
may affect the clients’ business and any actions the clients may need to take
to comply with such laws and regulations. The products, services, and other
capabilities described herein are not suitable for all client situations and may
have restricted availability. IBM does not provide legal, accounting or auditing
advice or represent or warrant that its services or products will ensure that
clients are in compliance with any law or regulation.
Learn more about IBM’s own GDPR readiness journey and our GDPR capabilities
and offerings to support your compliance journey here.

© Copyright IBM Corporation 2018. All Rights Reserved. IBM, the IBM logo, ibm.com, MaaS360 		
and Watson are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation in the United States.
										

55012755-USEN-00
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Ten rules for bring your own
device (BYOD)
How to protect corporate data on
personal devices used for work

IBM Security
Thought Leadership White Paper
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Should you allow a BYOD workplace?

Ten rules for BYOD

The rapid proliferation of mobile devices entering the workplace has
come down like a lightning strike for many IT leaders. Mobile devices
and their applications (apps) have transformed the way we live—how
we communicate, travel, shop, work and so much more. This mobility
transformation has been so revolutionary that it is hard to imagine life
without these devices.

1. Create your policy before procuring technology

With BYOD, users can work any time at any place—and they’ll be using
the devices they paid for.

6. Protect the privacy of your users

This raises the inevitable question: How will you support this demand
while allowing users to be productive with email, apps and content in a
safe environment that protects corporate data? Follow the “Ten rules for
bring your own device” to create a peaceful, protected and productive
mobile environment.

• 11
• 11
• 11
EMM

MDM

UEM

Did you know…

2. Find the devices that are accessing corporate resources
3. Make enrollment simple
4. Configure your devices over the air
5. Help your users help themselves
7. Keep personal information separate from corporate data
8. Manage data usage
9. Continually monitor devices for noncompliance
10. Enjoy the return on investment from BYOD

Enterprise mobility management (EMM) expands upon mobile device management
(MDM) to offer app, content and expense management capabilities. Unified
endpoint management (UEM) further supports endpoints, users and everything in
between, including threat and identity management.
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Create your policy before procuring technology

Like any other IT project, policy must precede technology—yes, even
in the cloud. To effectively use MDM or EMM technology for employeeowned devices, you still need to decide on policies. These policies affect
more than just IT; they have implications for HR, legal and security—any
part of the business that uses mobile devices, apps and content in the
name of productivity.
Since all lines of business are affected by BYOD policy, it can’t be created
in an IT vacuum. With diverse users’ needs, IT must make sure each
individual is part of policy creation. Since there’s no one right-sized BYOD
policy, here are some questions to consider in developing your own:
• Devices: What device types will be supported? Smartphones, tablets,
laptops, wearables? Only certain devices, or whatever the employee
wants?
• Compliance: What regulations does your organization need to be in
compliance with? The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPAA), the Health Information Technology for Economic and
Clinical Health (HITECH) Act, the Financial Industry Regulatory
Authority (FINRA) and the European Union’s General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) may be some to consider. Make sure you research
the ones that are relevant to your industry or geography, and
understand how they tie in to your mobile strategy.

• Security: What security measures are needed? Passcode protection?
Encryption? Containment? Jailbreak/root detection? Anti-malware?
Conditional access? These are a few, but there are many to consider.
• Apps: Will you create a whitelist for approved apps? Or a blacklist for
those that are prohibited? How will you deliver apps across the various
devices in your environment (e.g., smartphones, tablets and laptops)
while upholding a consistent user experience?
• Agreements: Is there an acceptable usage agreement (AUA) for
employee devices accessing corporate data?
• Corporate access: What enterprise resources should your employees
be able to access via mobile? Email, calendar and contacts? File shares
and document repositories? Intranet sites? Wi-Fi networks? Virtual
private networks (VPNs)?
• User privacy: You will need to protect the privacy of your users. What
personal data is collected from employees’ devices? What personal
data is never collected? How will you communicate this to the
organization?
• Data plans: Will the organization pay for the data plan? Will you issue a
stipend, or will the employee submit expense reports?
No questions are off limits when it comes to BYOD. There must be frank
and honest dialogue about how devices will be used and how IT can
realistically meet expectations while protecting corporate data.
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Find the devices that are accessing corporate
resources

You likely have more devices accessing your network than you’re willing to
admit. Don’t live in denial. What you don’t know can hurt you. Understand
the current landscape of your mobile device population before setting
your strategy in stone.
To do this, you’ll need a tool that can communicate continuously with your
email environment and detect all devices connected to your corporate
network. Remember that once Microsoft ActiveSync is turned on for a
mailbox, there are usually no barriers to syncing multiple devices without
IT’s knowledge. All mobile devices need to be incorporated into your
mobile initiative, and their owners need to be notified that new security
policies are swinging into action.

Don’t know much about UEM?

UEM technology allows you to manage all device types
on a single platform: laptops, desktops, smartphones,
tablets, wearables and Internet of Things (IoT) devices.
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Make enrollment simple

Once you identify the devices you need to enroll, your BYOD program
should use technology that allows for a simple and low-touch method
for users to enroll—while allowing you to scale—limiting tedious, manual
processes.
You want the ability to enroll devices in bulk—or for users to self-enroll
their devices. You also need to authenticate employees with a basic
authentication process such as a one-time passcode or use existing
corporate directories such as Microsoft Active Directory/Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol (AD/LDAP).
Any new devices trying to access corporate resources should be
quarantined. This provides IT with the flexibility to block or initiate a
proper enrollment workflow if approved, helping to ensure compliance
with corporate policies. Think of your BYOD program as a prenuptial
agreement that supports a harmonious union between users and IT
policies. Simple yet detailed instructions should help users enroll in the
BYOD program.
These should be sent in an email or a text message that leads to an MDM
profile being created on their device. Make sure to incorporate the everimportant AUA.
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If there’s one thing your BYOD policy shouldn’t do, it’s bring more users
to the help desk. Your devices should be configured over the air (OTA) to
save time and optimize efficiency for both IT and users.

Users want a functioning device, and you want to optimize help desk time.
A robust self-service platform lets users directly:

Configure your devices over the air

Help your users help themselves

Once users have completed their enrollment, your MDM or EMM
platform should support OTA delivery of all the profiles, credentials
and settings the employee needs, including:

• Initiate PIN and password resets in the event that they forget the
current one
• Geo-locate a lost device from a web portal using mapping integration
• Wipe a device remotely to remove sensitive corporate data
• Understand why they may be out of compliance

•
•
•
•
•

Security, corporate data protection and compliance are shared
responsibilities. It may be a hard pill for employees to swallow, but there
is no chance of mitigating risk without their cooperation.

Email, contacts and calendar
VPN and Wi-Fi profiles
Corporate content
Internal and public apps
Security policies (e.g., container)

See what they see

Finding a tool with built-in remote support capabilities can
save additional time and effort down the road, when you
need to conduct troubleshooting for users in the field.

How apptastic are you?

You’ll want to think of the best way to get apps down
to devices. A universal app catalog makes it possible
across all form factors. Taking this approach, users can
see which apps have been approved for use no matter
which device they’re on. You can track which users have
installed them, and you can see which devices have the
latest app version and who needs to install an update.
The best app catalogs will look and feel just like public
app stores—and even let users recommend and rate the
ones they use.
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Protect the privacy of your users
A well-crafted BYOD program will keep personal employee data off your
screen. Personally identifiable information (PII) can be used to identify,
contact or locate a person. Some privacy laws prevent corporations from
collecting this data. Communicate the privacy policy to employees and
make it clear what is and is not collected from their devices. For instance,
an MDM or EMM solution should be able to restrict the collection of:
•
•
•
•
•

Personal emails, contacts and calendars
Location
Photos
App data and text messages
Call history and voicemails

On the other hand, let users know what you collect, how it will be used,
and why it benefits them.
An advanced solution keeps location and software information out of
sight and out of mind. This helps companies meet PII regulations and
provides added comfort for employees by preventing the viewing of PII
on smartphones and tablets. For example:
• Disabling app inventory reporting to restrict administrators from
seeing personal apps
• Deactivating location services to prevent access to location indicators
such as physical address, geographical coordinates, IP address and
Wi-Fi set service identifier (SSID)
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Keep personal information separate from corporate data

Simply stated, corporate apps, documents and other materials must be
protected by IT if the employee decides to leave the organization, but
personal email, apps and photos should be untouched.
This balance is achieved with containment technology available from
leading EMM solutions. Not only will users appreciate the freedom of this
approach, but so will IT, whose life will likely be infinitely easier as a result.
IT will be able to perform a selective wipe when an employee leaves the
company, including email, calendar, contacts, apps and all corporate data.
Depending on the circumstances, if an employee loses the device, the
entire device can be wiped.

What makes a container great?

An on-device, passcode-protected container provides
a home for all corporate data. The apps that live inside
include corporate email, contacts, documents, chat and
even a secure browser. You can provide users with their
pertinent work resources all in one place. This is especially
useful for contractors. It gives them all the goodies they need,
and lets you wipe it when their project is over and they leave.
Don’t need to manage the device, or only need to manage
content? The best containers can be deployed standalone,
eliminating the requirement of MDM device enrollment.
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If you pay for the data plan, you may want a way to track this data. If you
are not paying, you may want to help users track their current data usage.
You should be able to track in-network and roaming data usage on devices
and generate alerts if a user crosses a threshold of data usage.

Once a device is enrolled, it’s all about context. Devices should be
continuously monitored for certain scenarios, and automated policies should
be in place. Here are a few common issues that your policies should address:

Manage data usage

You can set roaming and in-network megabit limits and customize the
billing day to create notifications based on percentage used. It’s
recommended that you educate users on the benefits of using Wi-Fi
when available. Automatic Wi-Fi configuration helps ensure that devices
automatically connect to Wi-Fi while in corporate locations.
If the stipend plan only covers USD50 or 200 MB of data usage a month,
employees appreciate a warning that they’re about to be responsible for
overages.

Continually monitor devices for noncompliance

“No MDM for me!” Users could try to remove corporate management from
their device. Your policy should detect this and immediately restrict access to
corporate resources.
“I’m breaking into this joint!” To bypass operating system (OS) restrictions,
employees sometimes jailbreak (Apple iOS) or root (Google Android) a
device, opening the door to malware that can steal information. If a device is
jailbroken or rooted, the MDM or EMM solution should be able to take action,
such as selectively wiping the container, corporate apps and any sensitive
data from the device right away.
“I can’t keep up with technology.” Your BYOD policy should have a stipulation
about OS version updates. You’ll need to keep users up-to-date with the
latest and greatest OS versions released by all major vendors, including
Apple, Google and Microsoft. Restricting outdated OS versions helps ensure
compliance and optimizes device operability.

Go on a malware tear

Apps can be troublemakers. You have to know when
malware is present on your devices, and respond right
away so it doesn’t spread. Be selective with your EMM or
UEM choice. It should give you a way to detect apps with
malware signatures and malicious behavior so you can take
action to stop them as soon as possible.
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Enjoy the return on investment from BYOD

One size doesn’t fit all, but a carefully crafted BYOD policy can equip you
with the direction you need to manage mobile devices effectively and
efficiently.
Of course, productivity increases are often seen when employees are
mobile and connected at all times. BYOD is a great way to bring this
advance in productivity to new users who may not have been eligible
for corporate devices previously. As you’re writing policy, consider how
that policy will impact return on investment. That includes comparing
approaches, as shown below:

Corporate-owned model

•
•
•
•
•

How much you would spend on each device
The cost of a fully subsidized data plan
The cost of recycling devices every few years
Warranty plans
IT time and labor in managing the program

BYOD

• The cost of a partially subsidized data plan
• The eliminated cost of the device purchase
• The cost of a mobile management platform

But wait…there’s more!

When UEM combines with identity and access
management (IAM), it’s a beautiful thing. It provides
users with protected, single sign-on (SSO) access to
the cloud and web apps needed for work. This reduces
user irritation, because they do not have to remember
multiple passwords for apps. They obtain the access
they need without compromising data security.

e

Net-net
BYOD has become a mainstay practice for all organizations, and it’s
no wonder why. It gives employees the freedom to work on their own
devices while relieving significant financial and management burdens for
IT and security leaders. However, BYOD cannot deliver on the promise of
streamlined management and cost savings without a well-written policy
and a robust management platform. If you’re still in the early stages of
your mobile strategy, IBM® MaaS360® with Watson™ offers a wealth of
educational resources. If you’ve decided BYOD is right for your business,
click here to experience a no-cost 30-day trial of MaaS360. Since
MaaS360 is cloud-based, your test environment automatically becomes a
production environment with no loss of data.

Moving forward, move beyond the basics

Managing endpoints plus their users and data is a
time-consuming task with conventional MDM and EMM
solutions. Cognitive UEM provides insights, contextual
analytics and cloud-sourced benchmarking capabilities
that help you make sense of the mobile minutiae you
encounter daily—while protecting your endpoints, users,
apps, docs and their data from one platform.

w·th
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IBM MaaS360 I
About MaaS360 with Watson

Thousands of organizations of all sizes across all industries trust MaaS360
as the foundation for their digital transformation with mobile. With
Watson, MaaS360 delivers cognitive UEM with strong security controls
across users, devices, apps and content to support endpoint and mobile
deployments. Delivered from a best-in-class IBM Cloud on a mature,
trusted platform, MaaS360 helps to manage a wide variety of devices
for multiple users from a single console, and to provide integration
with solutions from Apple, Google, Microsoft and other suppliers of
management tools. IBM works hand-in-hand with these suppliers not
only to provide integration but also to ensure that integration can occur
as soon as new tools or updates to existing tools are available.
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For more information

For more information on MaaS360, and to start a no-cost 30-day trial,
visit: ibm.com/maas360-trial
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IBM Security offers one of the most advanced and integrated portfolios
of enterprise security products and services. The portfolio, supported
by world-renowned IBM X-Force® research and development, provides
security intelligence to help organizations holistically protect their people,
infrastructures, data and applications, offering solutions for identity and
access management, database security, application development, risk
management, endpoint management, network security and more. These
solutions enable organizations to effectively manage risk and implement
integrated security for mobile, cloud, social media and other enterprise
business architectures. IBM operates one of the world’s broadest security
research, development and delivery organizations, monitors 30 billion
security events per day in more than 130 countries, and holds more than
3,000 security patents.
Additionally, IBM Global Financing provides numerous payment options
to help you acquire the technology you need to grow your business. We
provide full lifecycle management of IT products and services, from
acquisition to disposition. For more information, visit: ibm.com/financing
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